Kindergarten Newsletter
1/17/22 to 1/21/22
Week # 21

________________________________________________________
phonogram blending and work on reading
Parents<
comprehension.
We are now in our second week of
spelling. I need your help!!! The
Spelling The students will be tested
students will come home each
on Friday. Please go over these words
Monday with a new list of spelling
each night. Use the word in a
words. We will have all week to
sentence. Have the student write the
study them. The final test will be
words. Please be patient, this is a new
on Friday of each week. Please work
task and will take all of us to make
with your child on these words
spelling a fun,positive thing.
throughout the week!
Thank you in advance!
Spelling List #2
1. on
Spalding:
2. up
New Phonograms : er, ch,
3. my
Review of all Phonograms Aa - Zz
Phonograms tested this week on Friday: A-Z
4. you
5. is
This quarter we will be stretching out and
starting to read and spell. Please take time
on these new tasks with your child.
Thank you!

Reading: We will continue to read

narratives and informatives. We have also
started with our little books. These books
will come home. The students need to read
and practice with these books. Keep them at
HOME! We will also read simple words,

Handwriting:

Our focus will be on all letters.
We are continuing to use house paper during
writing. Tall letters go in the attic, short
letters are written where the person lives and
some letters such as g, j, q, y go in the
basement. We use this language in the
classroom, it may be beneficial for them at home
too!
We will continue writing all clock letters
correctly, starting at 2 o’clock. We will continue
to work on writing A through Zz, staying
between the lines.

Language Arts: Listening skills,

following directions, word families, nouns, verbs

and identifying the rising action in a story or
reading selection.

Math : All of these concepts will be

reviewed and worked on as needed : Counting
and number recognition, 1-100, review adding
0 and 1 to a number, numbers that come
before and after, pennies, dimes, counting
by 10’s to 100, clocks, number writing 1-20,
patterns, directional words (above, below,
between, middle, first, last, etc).
We will start to work on Addition and
Subtraction.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimball

Science

– We will be studying
Measurement and comparison.

Social Studies-

We will be studying
globes,maps and location. We will also look at
various landforms.

